Crossing Borders Symposium
Thursday - May 2, 2019
UC San Diego

Atkinson Hall

"What Do We See If We Look at the Border from the Other Side?"
With Shahram Khosravi, Stockholm University
10:00am - 10:50am

"Syrian Civil War, Refugees & Immigration: The Case of the EU"
11:00am - 12:20pm
Reese Erlich, Journalist
Luisa Chiodi, Osservatorio Balcani Caucaso Transeuropa
Schirin Amir-Moazami, Freie Universitat Berlin
Michael Provence, UC San Diego

Price Center
Eleanor Roosevelt College Room

"Migrant Caravan:" The Case of the Americas
1:30pm - 2:30pm
Abigail Andrews, UC San Diego
Elena Zilberg, UC San Diego
Joe Wiltberger, Cal State University, Northridge
Bardis Vakili, ACLU Attorney

"Immigration and the Muslim Ban" with Neda Maghbouleh,
University of Toronto
2:45-4:00pm
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